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Neuroimaging the retinaAdvances in imaging are revolutionizing visual science.
From the molecular level to three-dimensional reconstruc-
tion of the fundus of the eye, entirely new approaches are
being developed in many laboratories. On the molecular
scale, locations and movements of proteins in living cells
can be assessed with high-resolution confocal and multi-
photon microscopy. On a slightly larger scale, the release
of individual synaptic vesicles is being visualized and
characterized kinetically with total internal reﬂectance
(TIRF) microscopy. Still further up the scale, laser scan-
ning ophthalmoscopy and optical coherence tomography
are being combined with adaptive optics to generate
images of unprecedented, single-cell resolution of the liv-
ing human retina. The 2005 Vision Research Symposium
brought together world-class investigators involved in
‘‘neuroimaging the retina,’’ and a rich sample of these
exciting developments is presented in this issue of Vision0042-6989/$ - see front matter  2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.visres.2005.09.040Research. We can safely predict that the imaging modal-
ities and tools represented here will continue to revolu-
tionize this ﬁeld, all the more so as many of them lead
to clinical instrumentation of the highest quality and
resolution.
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